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Manifesting the Center
of Our Dreams
Many thanks to all of our Members and friends who
have already contributed generously to our abundance
drive to Create the Center of Our Dreams, launched last
September with a manifestation workshop, Come Create
Your Dream, led by Maureen St. Germain.
We invite you to read Cynthia Fellowes’ joyful story of her experiences working with
manifestation and visualization principles, Abundance is Everywhere: The Law of Attraction in Action, posted on our website. (Go to Make a Donation and scroll down.)
Thanks also to all of you who are participating in our “Dream Team” by keeping our
Center in your prayers, meditations and visualizations. Remember, you can download a
visualization/meditation from our website to help
OUR DREAM CENTER GOALS:
in this process and join many of our Members
• $10,000 for expansion
who are gathering in prayer and meditation for
efforts (PR, advertising,
the Center each Thursday night. You can find
outreach)
this meditation to download or just to listen at
• $5,000 for Center
http://edgarcaycenyc.org/ARE-visioning.mp3 .
improvements
Your prayer energy at any time will benefit the
Center.

• $25,000 toward
general operating
expenses
• $60,000 for an
Executive Director’s salary
• $11,000 for “Seed
Fund” for future
development

As of January 9th, we have received $9319 in
donations and pledges to this abundance drive.
This is a good start, but we have much to do to
meet our goal of $111,000. If you have not already
donated or pledged, please consider making a taxTOTAL: $111,000
deductible contribution or pledge now to help us
do more of what you love at the Center—and improve those things that need improvement.

Monthly pledges are an excellent way of contributing! While a one-time donation of
$100 may be a challenge for some of our Members, almost all can manage a monthly
pledge of $10—and $10 per month for twelve months adds up to a generous $120!
Giving a one-time donation of $1000 may not be possible for many of us—but a
monthly donation of $84 for a year will add up to a very generous $1008. The New

Year is the perfect time to make a yearly pledge—or you can pledge for any
number of months you choose.
(Manifesting the Center of Our Dreams, continues on page 4)

A.R.E. of N.Y.

Skylines

Dr. Catherine Good-Bertram
Brings Cayce-Reilly Massage and
More to A.R.E. of NY
Catherine Good-Bertram, DC,
LMT, (usually known as Dr. Cathy
Good) became a familiar face at the
Center in 2014. Both a chiropractor
and a Cayce-Reilly Massage therapist, Dr. Good has been practicing
family chiropractic in Virginia
Beach since 1995. She currently
practices at A.R.E. Headquarters’ Spa/Health Services.
Cathy has been licensed in New York since 2001 and has
volunteered her services in the Buffalo area, helping
with healing workshops and doing chiropractic projects.
Now making monthly visits to A.R.E. of NY, Cathy offers her therapeutic services at the Center and presents
workshops at our monthly Psychic/Healing Fairs. We are
very excited to have Cayce-Reilly Massage available at
our New York Center once again! (There are few Cayce(Dr. Cathy Good continues on page 4)

Come See Our Renovated Book Store
Please take a few minutes to come by and see our beautiful, newly remodeled Bookstore. As you walk into the
Center, you really can't miss the bright red desks against
the pale lavender walls. Our newly stocked shelves are
filled with new and long-time favorites -- Cayce books,

News & Views

Meet Our Reception Staff –
Service from the Soul
In the last issue of The Open Door, we ran Part I of an
article introducing our Volunteer Reception Staff to you,
our Community. Each of these Volunteers provides what
Volunteer Coordinator Miranda Rose Gold calls “a
golden and essential act of service!” Now we continue
the introductions of our Reception Staff. Please meet:

Dina Beleva
Dina brings previous experience as a
medical secretary to her service at the
Center--along with a background in
history and philosophy. She first read
about Edgar Cayce years ago, while
still living in her native country, Bulgaria. Once in the U.S., she came across literature about the
Edgar Cayce Center by chance. Dina says she “came to
A.R.E. to learn more about Edgar Cayce, John of God,
and other selfless healers who have devoted their lives to
serving the cause of goodness.” Dina is interested in bioenergy and “all methods and techniques of restoring the
natural balance of the human body and the peace and harmony of the human soul.”

Jesus Gil
Jesus comes from a family of artists and
has a bachelor's degree in Illustration
from the Fashion Institute of Technology. He is currently studying Computer
Graphics and Animation at the New
(Meet Our Reception Staff continues on page 11)
Cayce healthcare products and other popular choices such
as the Anita Moorjani books and The Vortex by Abraham and Jerry Hicks. We are also featuring some new
jewelry designs from Joanne Rogers and Maria Rodriguez! We believe this more open design will create a better
flow of energy and encourage you to come in, shop, visit
and reflect on what you need on your journey towards
wellness in 2015. 
(Bookstore photo by Norman Curtis)
Share your visions, ideals, inspirations,
comments, criticisms, opinions or
suggestions. Send your letter to the Editor
c/o: Lynne Salomon Miceli,
3836 Trant Circle, Norfolk, VA 23502,
or e-mail: [turquoisefire3836@gmail.com].
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Making a Gift—as Part of Your
Financial Planning
by Maureen J. St. Germain
Thinking of making a financial gift to the A.R.E. of
New York? Others like you have decided to make a
difference by including A.R.E. of NY in their wills.
Is the Center already in your will, trust or other estate
plans? If so, thank you! Please let us know about your
plans because it helps A.R.E. of New York to plan for
the future. Call or email me, Maureen St. Germain,
and I will add your name to our legacy list.
Has your life been changed by
coming to the Center—and
you’ve been thinking about
making a gift? Just recently
we’ve received word that we
were left a generous gift from
one of our Members, Brigitte
Lippincott. We don't know
details yet, but isn’t it nice to
know that others are supporting
Brigitte Lippincott
the cause you support? We are
thrilled and grateful, and will keep you posted.
Other Estate Gifts
In the past, we received a gift from Leon Van Leeuwen, a longtime Member, volunteer
and generous supporter of the Center.
Leon left us $20,000 in his will when
he departed the Earth plane in 2010.
His gift was a life-saver, helping the
Center to stay afloat through the
worst of the Recession. Even today,
we remember with gratitude
Leon Van Leeuwen
Leon’s unrestricted gift!
We also received a modest gift from
Dee Bagley’s estate some years earlier when the Center was at 28th
Street. Dee was a Member who loved to
sing in the Gentle Spirit Choir at the
Center. If you would like to talk
with someone personally about your
support,
please contact me at
Dee Bagley
[Maureen@maureenstgermain.com].
You don’t have to be wealthy to make such a gift!
Yes, well I don’t have a will
Don’t have a will? You’re not alone! Are there charities you support and would like to continue to help? If

you plan now, you get to decide.
If you wait, the state can and will
decide for you. Now is a great time to start planning, and
please consider including a gift from your estate to
A.R.E. of NY in your plans. Contact us for suggested
“giving language” and the A.R.E. of NY tax ID for you
to share with your attorney.
In the past, your gifts have helped us to pay our increasing rent and utilities at the Center as well as to grow our
program. This allows us to continue to offer high quality
courses, services and free Spiritual Growth Groups to
seekers of Light and healing.
Financial gifts also allow us to have paid staff to supervise the many volunteers who keep our bookstore and
Cayce remedies available locally. When you include us
in your estate planning, you insure your wishes are carried out even after you are gone.
What is “Planned Giving” Anyway?
Planned Giving is when a person decides, while they are
alive, what they want to do with their resources when
they pass. What would you like your money to be used
for? What charities do you care about? What vision have
you had for our Center, that you could help us realize?
Making a gift after death, or planned giving, is one way
to make a difference. We appreciate your gifts now—
and in the future. If you would like help sorting that
out—if you’d like to talk about your dreams and desires
to make a better world-–we have individuals on the
Board and professional resources who can help you with
your estate planning. (We can also assist you with other
kinds of gifts such as appreciated stock.)
A.R.E. of NY (a 501C3 educational charity) has a real
need for unrestricted gifts to help maintain our programs
while improving our outreach to expand and serve our
Community. Your gift may be anonymous if you wish.
What Kinds of Gifts Can I Make?
You can make gifts of cash, appreciated stocks, real estate and more. There are many tools non-profits use today to help donors continue to make a difference. Annuities, for example, can pay you an interest income greater than typical banks or insurance companies can.
(Making A Gift continues on page 6)
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A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center
241 W. 30th St. 2nd fl. New York, NY 10001
212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Yes, I’m contributing to help Create the Center of Our Dreams!
__I am making a one-time donation at the level of:
SALT OF THE EARTH: $100 ___
BENEFACTOR: $250 ___
LIGHTWORKER: $500 ___

GOLDEN HEART: $1000 ___
VISIONARY: $2500 ___
OTHER AMOUNT: ___ (Gifts of any amount make a difference!)

__ I want to make a monthly donation of $_____ for ___ months.
(Credit card information is required for monthly pledges.) Note: A monthly donation of $84 for 12

months = a yearly total of $1008 = 2015 Golden Heart Level.)
___ Make my donation anonymous, please.

Method of payment: _____ Check/money order payable to A.R.E. of N.Y.
Credit Card: ___ VISA ____MASTER CARD ____AMERICAN EXPRESS ___ DISCOVER
Card Number: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: Month ______ Year ______ Security Number ___ ___ ___
Signature (if paying by credit card)______________________________________________________________
Name (Print) ________________________________________Phone:___________________________________
Address : ____________________________________________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________________________________________

____ I am also interested in: ___ Volunteering at the Center ___Serving on the Board of Trustees
Please contact me. Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________e-mail: ________________________________________
* Donations to A.R.E. of NY are tax-deductible. A copy of our most recent IRS financial report is available on request - or
contact the Office of the Attorney General, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271.
(Manifesting the Center of Our Dreams, Continued
from page 1)

To do this, complete and mail the form above on this
page to arrange a monthly credit card donation or onetime donation of any amount you choose. Or e-mail
Lucas Boladian [boladie@aol.com] or call the Center to
make your pledge. Donations can also be made via Paypal
on our website (Click Make a Donation.) For a little New
Year’s fun, all who donate or pledge $100 or more in January will be entered into a drawing for a Psychic Reading by
psychic, medium and energy healer, Melissa Stamps.
If you are considering adding a gift to A.R.E. of NY—or
another charity of your choice—into your will, please see
Maureen St. Germain’s article on Planned Giving on Page
3. Together, by sharing our gifts of love, prayer, work and
financial energy, we can co-create miracles! Thank you.
We wish you a New Year filled with joy, Light, love and
abundance! "...Make the world a better place because ye
have lived in it...” (Edgar Cayce Reading 5392-1) 

(Dr. Cathy Good, continued from page 2)
Reilly therapists licensed in New York. This is because currently, the number of hours in the CayceReilly program is less than the required number of
hours for a New York State license. Thus a CayceReilly practitioner with a NYS license is rare and
precious!)
Dr. Good calls her service Cayce/Reilly Integrative
Therapy. Sessions include massage and chiropractic
adjustments—usually light touch adjusting. The fee
for a one hour session is $130; Half hour sessions are
$75. Her chiropractic services (without massage) are
also available in shorter appointments. A first visit is
$75; Follow-up visits are $40.
Contact Dr. Good to make your appointment or for
further information. She may be reached by e-mail at
chirocathy@outlook.com—or text her at 757-8180181.
We welcome Dr. Cathy Good to our Community. 
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Mother Nature’s Remedies:

The Health Benefits of

Lemons

The lemon came
from the Mediterranean to America with Columbus. A major crop in Florida
since the 1700’s, 85% of lemons now come from California and Arizona. Actually a modified berry, the lemon
thrives in tropical climates. Best when bright yellow and
thin-skinned, this potent antioxidant can be squeezed
over other raw fruits to add flavor while preventing them
from turning brown. Also, if included skin and all with
fresh vegetables when juicing, lemon lengthens the
juice’s potency (if closely covered and refrigerated) to a
full day or more, depending upon the juicer used.
Vitamin C in lemons helps boost the body's immune system and attacks free radicals and toxins in the body. Per
Dr. Joseph Mercola, one serving (1 ounce) of lemon
provides 187% of the daily requirement of vitamin C. (Of
course that is based on mainstream Daily Values of 60
mg, whereas even those of us already in good health
should have ten times that amount—as ascorbyl palmitate, which is alkaline instead of acid—daily). The C in
combination with the flavonoid glycosides found in most
citrus fruits makes lemon a free radical destroyer and
infection fighter par excellence. (Free radicals can do
serious damage to blood vessels, arteries, and cause body
dysfunction when unchecked.)
Lemons contain twenty-two anti-cancer compounds, including limonene oil which slows or halts the growth of
cancer tumors in animals, and flavonol glycosides which
stop cell division in cancer cells. Tests, both in labs and
on patients, showed lemon extract as a potentially beneficial treatment for cancer, including breast cancer, in patients undergoing chemotherapy.
Lemons provide DNA cell protection, immune system
regulation, and inflammation relief. They are a good
source of potassium—which helps regulate blood pressure and heart rate—thiamin, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, iron and magnesium, and an excellent source of fiber,
vitamin B6, folate, calcium, potassium, and copper. The
lemon peel contains the potent phytonutrient, tangeretin,
which is proven effective against brain disorders like
Parkinson’s disease.

by Carol Schneider

Lemons’ antioxidants, including the beta-carotenes,
lutein, and vitamin A, promote healthy mucus membranes, skin, and vision. Pantothenic acid and folates,
provided by lemons, can only be derived from sources
outside the body.
For juicing, lemons have virtually none of the offending
sugar–fructose–found in mainstream bottled and processed products that have been implicated in the continuing increase of diabetes. Lemons eliminate the occasional bitter taste of some of the darker deep green leafy
vegetables that provide most of the benefits of juicing.
The difference between raw lemons and bottled lemon
juice is that the value of vitamin C goes from 139% to
100%, with the calcium diminished from seven% to
three %; also bottled lemon juice and other processed
fruit juices usually contain very high amounts of acidifying fructose and potentially dangerous additives.
Lemons have powerful antibacterial properties; experiments
have found the juice of lemons destroys the bacteria of
malaria, cholera, diphtheria, typhoid and other deadly
diseases, as well as destroying intestinal protozoa and
viruses.
From Dr. Mercola, a very effective cold remedy is
made from lemons. Put one pint of raw honey over very
low heat. Chop a whole lemon into a bit of water in a
separate pan, warming for two to three minutes. Add
that to the honey, warming for about an hour, then
strain out the lemon bits and seeds. Cool the mixture,
seal in a jar with a lid and refrigerate for up to two
months. For a cough, give one half teaspoon to a 25 lb.
child, one teaspoon to a 50 lb. child, or one tablespoon
for adults, about four times daily or as often as needed.
(Of course you can cut the recipe down accordingly.)
At the first sign of flu or cold, Edgar Cayce suggested
taking one and a half to two quarts of orange juice,
squeeze the juice of two lemons into it; drink it within
half an hour, then rest. Go to bed if possible.
Lemons are a wonderful stimulant to the liver, dissolv-

(The Health Benefits of Lemons continues on p. 6)
Lemon image courtesy of SOMMAI at FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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How I Learned About Edgar Cayce:

The Health Benefits of Lemons

My Venture Inward
by Gerard Bordeau
I moved from France to the U.S.A. not speaking English.
A few years later, I came across a book on Edgar Cayce
in a bookstore. I was intrigued and overwhelmed by his
story and life. It was the first book that I fully read in
English. Before, I could read small stories in the Readers
Digest, but not a full book. Reading a full book was too
intimidating.
I was planning to eventually become a Member of the
A.R.E organization, but before I did, out of nowhere, my
wife's boss offered her a Life Membership in the national
A.R.E., which includes a subscription to the magazine,
Venture Inward. The amazing thing is that my wife does
not usually read Venture Inward. I'm on the other end as
an avid reader of it. My wife does not remember why her
boss offered her that membership. The subscription is,
of course, in my wife’s name, but I have enjoyed it for
many years already!
Joyeuses fetes de fin d'annee,
Gerard Bordeau



The quarterly magazine, Venture Inward is a benefit of
membership in the national A.R.E., based in Virginia
Beach For more information or to become a member
visit www.edgarcayce.org/.
How did you learn about Edgar Cayce and the A.R.E.?
Send your story to Dr. Elyse Curtis
[solministry@nyc.rr.com].

(Making A Gift, continued from page 3)
What’s an Annuity?
Here’s how annuities work: Usually they begin at the
$5,000 level and can be funded with cash or appreciated
securities. Assuming a 6% return on investment, a
$10,000 annuity would produce $630 a year, and you can
take an immediate tax deduction of $3,578. The numbers
vary on the annuities currently available—but as you project
your gift, one thing you accomplish is giving your favorite charity a substantial boost, which would be a fantastic
and meaningful gift for so many of our Community. For
some—new to retirement and continuing to work a bit—
annuities are a gift that is beneficial to all involved.
Why Do YOU Give?
Edgar Cayce never dreamed there would be a Center in
New York City. Yet he did dream his work would live on
and grow—as it has, with your help. What a gift to society and humanity to have these wonderful tools—like castor oil packs and saffron tea! Cayce was a spiritual man,
and many of his readings refer to the spiritual elements
of a healing path as part of our evolution on Earth. Please

Continued from page 5
ing uric acid and other poisons. They increase peristalsis in the bowel to eliminate waste, thereby increasing regularity. Add the juice of one to one and a
half lemon to a glass of warm water in the morning,
twenty minutes before food, to detoxify the liver and
stimulate bile which digests fats (also a good idea
twenty minutes before a fatty meal). Lemons aid in
overall digestion and help to dissolve gallstones,
calcium deposits, kidney stones, and uric acid which
can crystallize in joints as well as form kidney stones.
Some advise drinking an additional cup of warm
water before drinking the lemon water. The leftover
lemon peel can be applied to your countertop or cutting board to kill bacteria. Remember, lemon can be
harsh on tooth enamel, so always take it with water.
On several occasions I followed a weekend health
fast discussed in Prostate Health in Ninety Days by
Larry Clapp, PhD, who describes his healing fast
which included lemon juice in water flavored with
grade B maple syrup and a pinch of cayenne pepper.
(By the way, this makes a great lemonade when not
fasting!) On the third day of the fast he would start
the day with water and Bentonite Clay, which is so
absorbent it draws out toxic substances such as pathogenic viruses, herbicides, heavy metals, pesticides,
radioactive substances, and parasites—and swells to
many times its size in water.
You feel so good on this fast, so invigorated, with
physical and mental energy to spare, as you regenerate your health! 
Some of the above information comes from the
following sources: Mercola.com, RealFoodforLife.com and the Cayce health database.

Citrus image courtesy of Suat Eman at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

know that your gifts of all kinds make a difference—
helping the work of Edgar Cayce to reach and
achieve greater good for all of humanity. 
Contact Maureen St Germain by e-mail at
Maureen@maureenstgermain.com or by
phone at 212-304-2123.
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It is said that a shaman is born into the shamanic path.
As a child, Rob Murphy spent endless time talking to and singing
with the plants, trees and flowers. His connection with the Nature
surrounding him was special and intimate.

Love Yourself Unconditionally
Wisdom from A Shaman/Healer — Rob Murphy
An experience at the Smithsonian Museum of Natural
History when he was twelve brought Rob face to face
with past life memories of living among buffalo. While
other children were fascinated by the NASA satellite
and T-Rex skeleton, he was in awe of a diorama of a
buffalo on the plains. From his entire trip to Washington D.C., that diorama was the one thing he never forgot. The buffalo became his first “power animal.” “A
power animal in shamanism is a spirit ally and protector
in the work that a shaman does in non-ordinary reality,”
Rob explains. “A shaman may have one or more power
animals that he/she works with.” Rob works with many,
based on a client’s needs.
A social activist in the 70s, Rob worked
with Father Dan Berrigan on issues concerning resistance and the Vietnam War.
In his 30s, he moved to Montreal, where
he married, had children and worked as a
computer technical writer to support his
family. But as his kids got older, Rob felt
pulled back to the spiritual side. Having
minored in comparative religion in college
he “always had a spiritual bent” in his life.
He began developing his psychic abilities at the Spiritual Science Fellowship, an internationally known interfaith spiritual center founded by Dr. Marilyn Rossner
and her husband, Dr. John Rossner.
While he enjoyed the psychic development work, it
wasn’t until he found the shamanic path that Rob had
an “Aha!” moment. At a psychic fair in Montreal, he
approached a Tshim Tshim, a northwest Pacific Native
American woman, with questions about shamanism.
She told Rob he was already a shaman and that an entire line of shamans, including Crazy Horse, were
standing by his left shoulder, saying “He is one of us.”
Other events combined to impel Rob toward his new
calling. His children had grown, he had divorced and
remarried and moved to Richmond, Virginia. In 2002
he had heart bypass surgery. He realized that if he

By Cynthia Fellowes

might die soon, he needed to do what he came to Earth
to do. It was time to move forward.
Rob undertook a Vision Quest—a Native American
tradition for determining your spiritual purpose. When
his Quest experiences confirmed his new direction,
Rob says, “I asked my teachers to appear—and everything started lining up.”
He trained with many people including Don Esteban
Tamayo in Ecuador, the late Brazilian shaman Ipupiara and his wife Claicha of the Peruvian Quechua
tradition, Dr. Linda Backman (past life
and between life soul regression), John
Perkins and Llyn Roberts in Shapeshifting
Shamanism, Llyn Roberts for Shamanic
Reiki techniques and Don Carlos Barrios in Mayan healing techniques.
He was initiated as a Yatchak into the
Quichuan Path of Life tradition, and as a
Ceann-luil Pathfinder and an Aoghair
(ordained minister) into the Sagh’ic Tire
Dhream (Wolven Path Tradition—a redreamed Celtic tradition) of the Sacred
Circle of the Great Mystery Shamanic Society. In
May, Rob will be initiated as an Elder in the Celtic
Wolven Path Tradition and will be able to teach this
tradition and pass on the legacy.
Rob is also attuned as a master Shamanic-Reiki practitioner and Level 4 Reiki practitioner, is founder of the
Richmond Shamanic Drum Circle and a participating
member of the NYC Shamanic Drum Circle. He teaches workshops and classes in shamanism in Richmond,
New York, Canada and Ireland and facilitates trips to
learn from indigenous elders in South America.
Rob was aware of Edgar Cayce and the national A.R.E
but discovered A.R.E. of NY when Board member
(Wisdom from A Shaman/Healer continues on p. 8)
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(Wisdom from A Shaman/Healer continued from p. 7)
Catherine Outeiral attended one of his classes. She
said her angels told her to come to his class,
and later told Rob she saw him working at
A.R.E. That vision came to fruition. Rob
now offers individual services and teaches
workshops at the A.R.E. NY Center.
His services at the Cayce Center include:
Shamanic Consultations to address personal questions and provide guidance: $100.00
an hour
Shamanic Healing, which includes healing, “soul retrieval,” compassionate depossession and curse unraveling: $150.00 an hour
Past Life and Between Life Soul Regression using
hypnotherapy to release past life trauma and help you
find a deeper place of satisfaction and bliss in your
present life. (Past Life Soul Regression Hypnosis: 2
hr. recorded session - $175.00; Between Life Soul Regression Hypnosis: 4 hr. recorded session - $350.00.)
Shamanic Reiki Healing and Reiki Healing: Shamanic Reiki Healing is a more
interactive approach to healing, whereas
Reiki Healing is a more passive and relaxing approach to healing. (Shamanic Reiki
Healing: $150.00 an hour – Reiki Healing:
$100.00 an hour.)
Rob’s workshops at A.R.E. include Ancestral Balancing Through Past Life Soul
Regression and Ancestral Journey Work.
Rob focuses on the spiritual aspects of past lives and in
-between lives. “What do you do with this, spiritually?
Why go into a past life, why go to your council of elders or your guides in the between-life sessions? I use
shamanism and past life work toward working for a
soul purpose because we come here to do certain
things in this lifetime. It is important to find our purpose and what contracts we have agreed on before we
come to this lifetime.”
He also uses a shamanic practice called “soul retrieval.” Rob explains, “In our lifetimes we experienced
events which terrified our inner child. At that time we
couldn’t handle what was going on so we just sort of
checked out and went away. The idea in shamanism is
that you need to bring that part back, so as a shaman I
can travel and retrieve those parts and return them to
their rightful place in the individual’s personality.”

Rob tells a story about how past life soul retrieval regression can assist us, “A lawyer had this real fear
about his throat. He agonized about his
throat. He had asthma checked out, cancer
screenings...He was having real discomfort
in his throat. During a past life regression he
was taken back and in his prior incarnation,
he died in the gas chamber with the burning
gas in his throat. I have had a lot of people
who have had throat issues or fear about
certain other things...so what we do is we go
in there and take away the fear.”
Rob is all about love. “Everything I teach is about
helping you do one thing—know yourself and love
yourself unconditionally. If you are looking for a
Messiah, a guru, I don’t have time for that. I mean the
Second Coming, that’s us now. We are the ones we’ve
been waiting for. You are all born with a unique genius—don’t look at someone else and what they’re doing. Really focus on and do what you came to do because if you don’t do that, no one else will.”
“The whole heart thing is what I am known for in my
work as a shaman,” Rob says. “I don’t regret my bypass surgery because it allowed
me to remember what I came here to do; to
help heal my heart and those hearts of individuals that come to me—not the physical
heart per se, but the heart of their spirit.
“Unconditional love is important because
the thing that causes all disease is dis-ease
in the spirit. I teach people not to be afraid
of that dark side of yourself because you wouldn’t be
who you are without that. You have to embrace and
love the shadow side as much as you do the other
side—you want them working together to be really
effective for what you came here to do. By learning to
do that you remove that dis-ease and you can start
working on the disease. Heart disease and other illnesses—they are just symptoms. If you remove the disease the disease disappears.”
You can contact Rob at (804) 363-9357 or at
robmurphy.shaman@gmail.com. 
Cynthia Fellowes is an actress,
animal communicator and writer.
She discovered Edgar Cayce while
she was a teenager and began
developing her intuitive skills
shortly thereafter.
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My River of Time

by Linda Sugrue Mellor

A C a r av a n f ro m P e r s i a
I n previous issues of The Open Door, Linda Mellor shared visions
of past lives in Atlantis and Egypt. Now her journey through time
takes her to Persia, between 1000 and 2000 B.C...

My dream-vision takes me back to a Persian
sojourn in the area known today as Iran. I’m female
and eleven years old, almost of marriagable age. I
come from a large family. We have a family business in which everyone participates, even the youngest of children. We are weavers of fine carpets. My
mother is a concubine of my father. I recognize her
spirit as that of my mother in my present lifetime.
The wife of my Persian father has a higher social
status but we all get along and work well together.
Our whole family is on a caravan taking our carpets
to be sold or traded in Egypt. Other families have
joined us for the trip to sell their wares. My father
says there is safety in numbers and we must be alert
to the dangers of the trade route. We started our
journey just south of Tabriz, many days ago. This is
the first time my younger siblings and I have ever
left home. It’s been a long and sometimes difficult
journey but all of us are thrilled with the new sights
and people we meet in the cities along the way.
In the early dawn of the final day of our journey I
find myself with my half-sister; she’s ten and a half
years old, standing next to the line of camels piled
high with our carpets. Our father tells us to finish
getting ready, for today we shall be in Cairo. As little girls do, we clasp each other’s arms and jump up
and down excitedly. The sun, as it rises, sheds its
rays toward the west catching and glinting off the
capstone of the great pyramid of Giza. It is awe inspiring.

Next given to me is a small glimpse of our arrival
in Cairo. I’m riding on top of a camel. The first
thing that assaults me is all the noise—Camels
baying, merchants hawking their wares and people haggling for the best bargains, I almost want
to cover my ears. The pungent aroma of rich spices permeates the air. Instead of stopping at the
market place to display our finery, my father
chooses to guide our camels to the palace of
Pharaoh, for he shall have first choice of our best
carpets. The dream-vision fades…
In my present life I’ve used these latent skills
making many things by hand using yarns, threads
and materials. I have a deep respect for antique
woven fabrics and the amount of time and effort
put into them. My half-sister from that Persian
sojourn is a friend in the present time and is again
the daughter in this lifetime of the couple who
were my Persian father and stepmother. She is
also quite gifted with her handiwork.
I felt that in that lifetime, I gained spiritually, as it
gave me a strong sense of duty to family and of
what can be accomplished with hard work. Our
cooperative hard work and efforts helped provide
for everyone in our family. 
Linda Sugrue Mellor is a
longtime student of the Cayce
Readings and the Bible. Her past
life recollections continue in the
next issue of The Open Door.
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T ransitions
Gerson

Goodman

made a very
peaceful transition from the Earth plane
on Dec. 24th, 2014 at the age of 95.
With his partner/special friend of several
decades Jane Schwenger, Gerson had been a
longtime member of the Bronx/Washington
Heights A Search for God study group.
Born in Manhattan, Gerson grew up in
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn and attended Brooklyn College (class of
‘40) where he was editor of the newspaper, Vanguard. He
was a radio operator in the Merchant Marines in WWII.
Torn between business and writing, Gerson did both, pursuing careers in sales and freelance writing. He was senior
reporter for the Heights-Inwood newspaper in North Manhattan and authored a book Cold Call Selling, a number of
articles on business, and a play, The Prophet.
Gerson also penned an article for The Open Door about
his experiences curing a sudden onset of psoriasis using
Edgar Cayce’s recommendations as elucidated for him by
the late Dr. John Pagano in direct consultations and via
Pagano’s book Healing Psoriasis: The Natural Alternative.
Services for Gerson were held at the Plaza Jewish Community Chapel on Dec. 28th. Another memorial gathering
may be planned. Contact Jane Schwenger for information
(212-567-4841). Gerson will be deeply missed. Please join
us in keeping Gerson and his loved ones in prayer.

POETRY

Dr. Masaru Emoto, July 22, 1943—Oct 16, 2014
“Life is LOVE which is a
gift from God and parents,
and DEATH is gratitude for
going to a new dimension,”
Dr. Masaru Emoto once wrote.
Renowned researcher, author
and speaker, Masaru Emoto journeyed peacefully to that new
dimension on Oct. 16th, 2014.
Dr. Emoto had a profound
influence on the consciousness of
our time through his bestselling book, The Hidden
Messages in Water and a series of books that followed.
His thesis was that our thoughts affect the physical world
around us for better or worse. He demonstrated this via
photographing water crystals that were exposed to various thought patterns and words during the freezing
process. Although some criticized Emoto as a pseudoscientist, his work came to worldwide attention in 2004
through the movie, What the Bleep Do We Know?.
In 2007, A.R.E. of NY presented Dr. Emoto to an audience of over 200 people as part of our 10th Anniversary celebrations.
Dr. Emoto’s staff made this announcement on his
passing: “We thank you very much for offering prayers for Dr. Emoto, and please send your love, light,
and gratitude to him once again...”

Through the Veil
She was Mother Earth
And I followed her, fearless
and wild,
Through the veil of illusion,
Where deep within
An ever widening path evolved,
A place where reason and habit
blow away
Like desert sands in the wind,
Leaving one sweetly tired, slightly
drunk and dreaming,
Into a fragile china teacup.
Carol Schneider
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(Meet Our Reception Staff, continued from page 2)
York Institute of Technology.
His past experience—including an internship in IT at a
branch of the Association for the Help of Retarded
Children and volunteer work in customer service at the
Bronx Library Center—inform his present volunteer service as
a Receptionist at A.R.E. of NY.
Francois Hougaard
Francois moved from South Africa
to New York two years ago, leaving
a job as a Quants/Mathematical analyst at an Actuarial Consulting firm.
Francois says his “awakening process was directionalized via the
depths of the negative polarization,”
when a colleague showed him a video called Banned
from TV. This collection of violent deaths captured on
film somehow catalyzed a spiritual awakening for him.
Francois found his way to the Cayce material and met
Miranda Rose Gold, (A.R.E. NY Volunteer Coordinator)
while shopping in the A.R.E. bookstore. He soon started volunteering.
Francois is a Toastmaster who likes to delve into uncomfortable truths. “Thank you all, for making the
A.R.E. happen,” Francois said.

Travis Ogden
Also one of our Center Practitioners, Travis began a transformative
journey when he came in contact
with a Pre-Mayan Crystal Skull
called Pancho. On touching Pancho,
he had a profound experience he
describes as, “DNA activation,”
after which he began having visions
of what to build with the help of his
“Crystal allies.” His mission is to share the tools his
Crystal guides have brought into his life with others
during this time of change and evolution. Travis calls
his modality Crystal Grid Healing and Empowerment.
(More information about this on our website,
www.edgarcaycenyc.org.). A multi-talented volunteer,
Travis has also catered some A.R.E. NY celebrations.
Introductions of our dedicated Reception Volunteers
will continue in the next issue of The Open Door.

ABOUT A.R.E. OF N.Y.:
The Association for Research and Enlightenment of
New York is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

A.R.E. of N.Y. Edgar Cayce Center Ideal:
“To Manifest the Love of God in Service to Humanity.”
Our Mission: To offer the principles and
information contained in the Edgar Cayce readings and
related materials to all seekers as sources of spiritual
growth, enlightenment and healing, and to support their
application in our daily lives.
The A.R.E. of New York Board of Trustees:
Chairman, Jack Rosen
Vice Chairperson, Sylvia Chappell
Secretary, Carol Schneider
Treasurer, Lucas Boladian
Ken Klein
Catherine Outeiral
Maureen St. Germain
Life Board Member, Lynne Salomon Miceli
Administrative Staff:
Director of Operations, (This role currently filled by
Board of Trustees)
Events Coordinator, Maria Rodriguez
Bookkeeper, Karen Bukolt
Volunteer Coordinator, Bookstore Manager,
Miranda Rose Gold
Web & Print Designer, Nya Fleron
Acting Newsletter Editor, Lynne Salomon Miceli
Facebook Coordinator, Tiyana C.W.
Planning & Organization Committee:
Jack Rosen, Chairperson
Lucas Boladian
Ken Klein
Carol Schneider
Membership Committee
Ken Klein
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Abundance Raising Committee
Lynne Salomon Miceli, Chairperson
Sylvia Chappell
Maureen St. Germain
Spiritual Integrity & Balance Committee
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Ken Klein

Please contact Miranda Gold at [mirandarose@nyc.rr.com]
if you would like to become one of the “golden and essential” Volunteers who serve on our Reception Staff.


Thoughts and opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of the Editor, of A.R.E. of N.Y. or the national A.R.E.
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A.R.E. OF NEW YORK EDGAR CAYCE CENTER
241 W. 30 St., 2nd fl, New York, NY 10001
212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
Contact us: info@edgarcaycenyc.org
Affiliate of the national Association
for Research and Enlightenment
Subscribe to our free e-newsletter
for event updates and specials at
www.edgarcaycenyc.org

FIND us on Facebook

TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE

John Anthony West Presents

A Day in Ancient Egypt

March 22, 10 am - 6 pm

Image courtesy of pakorn at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

First time at our New York Center!

MEET us on Meetup: Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York

AN INNER DIMENSION
When you have come to
the edge
Of a light that you know
And are about to drop off into the
darkness of the unknown,
Faith is knowing one of two things
will happen:
There will be something solid
to stand on or
You will be taught to fly.
Patrick Overton

Special savings for Members & early registration!

Submitted by Carol Schneider

Register now at www.edgarcaycenyc.org
or call (212) 691-7690.

(We welcome submissions of poetry
and quotes for Inner Dimension.)
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